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which it may be well now to reproduce. They appear
to show that those who have drafted the scheme are
countiDg upon the continuance of the present system of
medical clubs at the present inadequate rates.
Two of the principal benefits provided by the friendly societies

are not included in the Government's provisional scheme. The
medical insurance is one of the most valuable, as it is also one
of the most popular, of the benefits provided by friendly
societies. For the payment of a small weekly contribution-
usually ld. a week-the member secures skilled medical
attention and medicine in the case of sickness, and a similar
contribution usually provides a similar benefit for the
member's wife. This is outside the scope of the Government
insurance scheme.
The other benefit referred to is life insurance.

SIR-I must at once answer Dr. Carter's letter, for he
quite misunderstands me. I did Dot state, nor intend to
inter, that because attendance at 2s. a visit would, on Dr.
Cooper's estimate, cost a sum too great for the Chancellor
to consider, therefore we must be prepared to accept a
capitation fee which would pay us at the rate of 6. or 81.
a visit. I did say that if each beneficiary required an
average of twelve visits a year there would be little hope of
us getting that 23. If I thought that the attendance would
be anything like as much as suggested, I should consider a
103. capitation fee to be utterly inadequate.

Dr. Fothergill (BRITISH MBDICAL JOURNAL, January 7bh,
1911, p. 46) accuses me of misreading his letter (JOURNAL,
December 17th, 1910, p. 1945) in regard to the question of
extras; but if he will look again, he will eee that I did not
say that " confinements, fractures, etc ," would have to be
counted as additional visits, but that in estimating the
cost we must allow an additional sum for these extras;
this I am sure he will not dispute.

I would ask Dr. Fothergill why, in his estimate of work
required, he omits attendances at the surgery and Sanday
visits. He farther writes that I must know that no
scheme for attendance on the whole population of the
United Kingdom is even dreamed of. I only referred to it
incidentally, but I do know that it has been dreamed of
and discussed even in detail by many people, and if Dr.
Cooper's estimate on page 46 is a good one, I hope that the
idea will soon be put into practice. Using Dr. Fothergill's
figures, he calculates that there would be an average of
sixteen attendances per day, and thinks that £25.0009000
would not be an excessive allowance for medical attend.
ance on 15,000.000 people. That for the whole population
of 45,000,000 would equal an annual payment of £75,000,000,
or £2,343 per annum for each of the 32,000 medical men.
Pat in another way, his estimate would mean an average
annual payment of £1 139. 4d. for each beneficiary.

Dr. Cooper writes:
A Government which simply looks at the matter from a

commercial point of view will naturally try to obtain the
greatest amount of work for the lowest expenditure; but a
Government that wishes to establish a system of State insur-
ance which will be a real boon to the workers of this country,
and which will meet with the hearty and loyal co-operation of
the whole medical profession, by paying a fair wage for work
actually performed, will look a little higher than this.
But in a previous letter (p. 1999) he writes:
Is the Government likely to pay 10s. if it knows it can get

the work done for less?
There are many references in the correspondence of the

last few weeks as to the necessity of securing proper
payment for our services, but at the same time we are
told that the amount of the fees is merely a side-issue, and
that "' the discussion of pounds, shillings, and pence is not
one for the medica%1 profession to trouble about at this
juncture."

In spite of this I would like to see the two following
questions discassed:

1. How can we calculate the average number of attend-
ances likely to be required by each beneficiary?

2. What are we to consider a fair average fee for an
ordinary attendance ?

I am sure that answers to these two questions will be
very valuable to all who are trying to find a solution of the
problem under discussion.-I am, etc,
Bradford-on-Avon. Jan. 10th. CHAs. E. S. FLEMMING.

SIR,-If the information of the Times correspondent,
quoted in your leading article of January 7th, regarding
the Chancellor of the Exchequer's scheme of State sickness

insurance, is correct it narrows down the controversy.
The account given of the scheme appears credible because
so much of our recent legislation has been little more than
a timid recognition of sociological evils that are sapping
the virility of the nation. One needs only to call to mind
the Aliens Act; the Employers' Liability and Workmen's
Compensation Acts, which have increased the duration of
disablement from accidents to such an extent that a
mutual insurance society I know has had to increase its
rates 40 per cent. The Old Age Pensions Act almost
places a premium on improvidence because it is not con-
tributory. Now this State sickness insurance of 5s. a week
will only pay the rent, leaves subsistence and medical
treatment to faith; this is eminently unsuitable to the ill-
nesses of the poor. Moreover, as there is no provision for
medical treatment and no incentive to resume employ-
ment, the duration of illness will be increased as already
has been the case in the disablement from accidents.

Politiciansswimming in a flood of eloquent oratory, con-
demn the " idle rich " and " the gigantic waste in arma-
ments." The true problem appears to me to be to provide
work for the " idle poor "; and to prevent the improvident
wage earner from wasting his surplus earnings. This can
only be done by making a compulsory deduction of a small
percentage of his wages to provide against sickness and
unemployment. There should also be safeguards against
imposition.

I am not altogether surprised that the State should
hesitate to tackle the medical aspect of insurance owing to
the actuarial difficulties and the evident intention of the
medical profession to get adequate remuneration for any
services rendered.
We have no oontroversy on that point, in fact some of

the most zealous of us advocate a fixed income whether
any services are rendered or not; bat these do not belong
to the simple class of general practitioners who have had
practical experience of club practice.
We have been unable to make these zealous advocates

realize that the question with us is not so much a
pecuniary one as one of principle-that the system of
capitation payment is pernicious in its effect on both
patient and practitioner. Now the issues have again
been narrowed down the difficulties of the Drafting Sab-
committee will be considerably lessened; and I know that
every care is being taken to place all the advantages and
disadvantages of each system of payment fairly before
the Divisions. lt will now only apply to the public medical
services organized by the Association, which I take it
will be governed by uniform -principles, allowing a
certain amount of local option in -details. As
this service is intended for persons who are not in a
position to pay ordinary medical charges, perhaps a com-
promise would appeal to the moderate Englishman.
A skeleton draft of such a scheme would be this: Suppose
the working man, single or married, paid Is. a quarter for
the privilege of getting medical attendance on himself or
family at reduced rates-say 6d. for a visit and 6d. for
medicine; these to be booked on his privilege card, and
paid for at the end of the quarter, before being entitled to
a new card.
This would be a check on trivial calls, and would show

that spirit of benevolence which has always characterized
our profession.-I am, etc.,
Sittingbourne, Jan. 9th. WM. GOssE.

Sin,-Dr. Henry Hick has hit the nail on the head when
he says " Save me from my friends," and I would like to
call attention to the SUPPLEMENT for December 31st, 1910,
in which a scale of fees has been adopted by the Joint
Committee of the Lancashire and Cheshire Branoh. It is
of such a just, not to say generous, natare that the fee for
administering an anaesthetic is 7s. 6d., for adenoids 7s. 6d.,
and for minor surgical operations, 7s. 6d. Can anything
be conceivably worse? I really think the profession wig
fare better if the British Medical Association leave us to
the tender mercies of the Government.-I am, etc.,
Northwich, Jan. 10th. HENRY EDWARD GIOUGH.

SIR,-At last the cat is out of the bag. At last we know
something of what the Government's scheme for State
sickness and invalidity insurance is to be like. A precious
nice scheme it is too I Another nice sop to the non-income
tax payers who seem, in the estimation of Mr. Lloyd
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George, to be the only class of the community worthy of
consideration. The idea of a man with as much as £160 a
year requiring the assistance of the State and his employer
to ensure that he may obbain the mighty sum of five
shillings a week when he is ill is utterly ludicrous. I
wonder if those of our friends who were so keen on a
Capitation scheme would be still willing to attend thoBe
three pound a weekers as contract patients. Just think of
the irony of it where in an industrial community all the
workers would be turned into members of a huge friendly
society and without any previous medical examination.
From a medical point of view I hope our profession will
wash its hands completely of the matter and absolutely
refuse to have anything to do with such a scheme.-
I am, etc.,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Jan. 8th. W. SINCLAIR FRASER,

SIR,-Having, I believe, read all the correspondence on
this subject in the JOURNAL, I should like to congratulate
Dr. Benjamin Moore on his eminently practical contribu-
tion. It is sincerely to be hoped that the profession will
take his advice to heart: cease this unending wrangling
over how we are to be paid-a matter which however
much we debate, will certainly be settled altogether
independently of us and our opinions, and concentrate all
our efforts on securing that we are paid enough. I take it
that, granted that the pay is sufficient, that it is guaranteed
by Government, and that a wage limit 's imposed, a large
proportion of general practitioners. especially in rural dis-
tricts, will be willing to take a wvited number of poor
patients at a capitation rate, and thus get some payment
for what is now often done gratuitously. I say advisedly
a limited number, because what I regard as absolutely
essential in contract practice is that the practitioner should
not be dependent on it. If it is generally known that such
practice produces only a minor portion of his income, then
and then only is it possible for him to secure reasonable
conduct from the beneficiaries-in fact, to insist that they
come or send at reasonable hours, and only for sufficient
cause. Unless one can do this, all contract work must
surely be detestable, and also ill done, and whether it is
paid per capita or otherwise is an entixely unimportant
detail.
For reasons which are not obvious it seems to be

assumed that those engaged in contract work do no other
practice, whereas this is rarely so, and it would be
extremely unfortunate were it the case. I would suggest
that, uncer the new system, contract work be so appor-
tioned that few, if any, dootors are dependent on it, so that
due control remain8 with them; and let us insist on the
two essentials-adequate payment and a wage limit. The
rest is, I think, immaterial.-I am, etc.,
Chichester, Jan. 9th. G. C. GARRATT.

'Jbt irbic,.
THE TERRITORIAL MEDICAL SERVICE.

COLONEL M. D. O'CONNELL, M.D., R.P. (Kirkby Wharfe,
Tadeaster, Yorks), in the course of a letter referring to the
communication published on page 2008 of the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL of December 24th, 1910, writes:-
I think that the sick and wounded of the Territorial Army

operating in England for home defence under Red Cross
rules, instead of being passed from the fighting line to the
field ambulances, from the field ambulances to the stationary
hospitals and Voluntary Aid Detachments, to be conveyed to
the general hospitals, could with much advantage to them-
selves be retained in the first hospital to which they are
admitted, and any expert aid which they may require sent
to them. Henoe it seems to me that the need for mounted
field ambulances, field ambulances, Voluntary Aid Detach-
ments and general hospitals in an organization for home
defence does not exist. With much deference, I would suggest
that a much simpler organization on the following, or other
similar lines, would be more suitsble for the medical service of
the Territorial army.

1. Medical personnel, coast defence units.
2. Medical personnel, other units.
3. Sanitary companies.
4. Unattadhed (with army troops).
5. Stationary hospitals.

The medical personnel 'and transport of coast defence and
other units would require to be increased sufficiently to enable
them to transfer, once and for all, the sick and wounded from
the flghting line to the stationary hospitAls. The stationary

hospitals should be established where required-in buildings,
or tents, as near as possible to the fighting line and in shelter
from the enemy's fire. Once established, the Red Cross flag
should be flown, and these hospitals not be vacated or moved,
whether the enemy retires or advances. The sick and wounded
admitted to the stationary hospitals should be disposed of
as under:

1. Those seriously sick or wounded should be retained in the
stationary hospitals, and such expert aid as they require sent
to them.

2. Those slightly sick and wounded who are likely to be able
to rejoin their fightiog units should be retained in the
stationary hospitals until fit to rejoin.

3. Those slightly sick and wounded who are not likely to
be able to rejoin their fighting units should be sent to thieir
homes when fit to travel.
When adopting the organization of the R.A.M.C. (Regulars)

for the Territorial Medical Service, it would seem as if those
responsible for so doing overlooked the fact that any possible
invader of England would be a civilized enemy who observes
the Red Cross rules. In an organization of the medical
service for the Territorial army operating in England for
home defence, where then is the necessity for mounted field
ambuilances, field ambulances, clearing hospitals, and general
hospitals? By abolishing them and lhaving only stationary
hospitals the sick and wounded would derive two great
advantages. They would only be moved once, and their
medical attendants would not be changed frequently.
But whether the organization that I have above roughly

outlined would be the most suitable or not, I think few will
deny that an organization for affording aid ta a force operating
beyond the seas in an uncivilized country where the Red Cross
rules are not observed, can possibly also be the most suitable
for affording aid to the sick and wounded of the Territorial
army when operating under Red Cross rules in England for
home defence. By some such organization as I suggest a
saving in transport alone would be possible, which would
enable the State to be more just to the Territorial medical
officers as regards their allowances and pay, and still save
money on its Territorial Medical Service.

TERRITORIAL DECORATION.
THE Territorial decoration has been conferred upon the
followiDg officers of the Territorial Force, R.A.M.C.: Major
J. A. Rigby, M.D., attached to the 2nd West Lancashire
Brigade, Royal Field Artillery; Major J. D. Pratt, M.D.,
attached to the 4th (City of London) Battalion, the London
Regiment (Royal Fusiliers).

SCOTTISH COMMAND LECTURES.
THB third of the series of lectures delivered by officers of the
general staff on the technical training of R.A.M.C. officers,
both regular and territorial, in field duties, was given in the
Carlton Hlotel, Edinburgh, on January 6th, by Captain A. B.
Robertson. The subject dealt with was the System and
Principles-of Intercommunication. The third lecture of the
special R.A.M.C. course at the Edinburgh Military Hospital
was delivered the same afternoon by Major J. P. Silver,
R.A.M.C., who dealt with the Improvization of Transport for
Sick and Wounded. This subject is an important one, in view
of the shortage of technical transport material for the medical
service in all campaigns.

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
ALLOWANCES FROM LOCAL FUNDS.

IT has been decided that in future no Indian Medical Service
officer drawing allowances from local funds will be allowed to
proceed to Kasauli for a course of training in clinical bacteri-
ology and technique unless be is prepared to forego those
allowances, or unless the local fund authorities agree to pay
these allowances both to the officers permitted to go to Kasauli
and to the officers appointed to act for them. In all other cases
such officer will be entitled to retain any local allowancs drawn
by him immediately before he proceeded to Kasauli without
prejudice to the claims to such allowance of the officer acting
for him.

S. writes: The answer given to G. E. L. is a surprise to me.
I have been in practice about sixteen years, and hold several
club appointments. I always ask for a fee of one guinea for
a consultation, and although at first such a request-was met
with a refusal, yet a little firmness on my part resulted in the
fee being paid, and I now have no difiXculty in obtaining it.
I persuaded my club committees that consultations are gene-
rLly somewhat of a luxury, that they are more often than not
unnecessary except for the " satisfaction "I of some interfering
or officious relative, and that they always entail a fixed ap-
pointment, to the inconvenience of the club doctor. Surely
It is time for club doctors to realize that they hold the trump
card, and that a little firmness will result in better fees and
more reasonable work. We can, if we are united, do without
the clubs, but the clubs cannot do without us, and the mem-
bers are reasonable men if they are met with reasonaale
arguments.


